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A MONTHLY MAGAZINE FOR THOSE WHO

FIGHT BATTLES WITH MODEL SOLDIERS



MINIATURE FIGURINES LTD.
5 NORTHAM ROAD, SOUTHAMPTON, S02 ONZ — TELE 20855

The Metal Model Soldier Manufacturers run by Wargamers for Wargamers offer the
lowest priced metal figures ANYWHERE covering the periods between ANCIENT EGYPT
to the BRITISH COLONIAL 1880s inclusive.

We would like you to note the following of which we are very proud:

1. We are proud that our figures cost LESS THAN HALF THE PRICE of our
nearest competitors.

2. We are proud to be the ONLY British Figure making concern run by WAR
GAMERS FOR WARGAMERS.

3. We are proud to advise that we stock a range of 20 mm figures as compre
hensive as anywhere else in the world.

4. We are proud to be CONTINUALLY EXTENDING and EXPANDING our
range of20 mm and 30 mm Wargames figures and 54 mm Collector figures.

5. We are proud to be continually improving the standard of the figures pro
duced yet still maintaining the same price.

6. We are proud to be the only concern who produces the figures you want
for wargaming.

7. We are proud that we do not have to offer Bulk Discounts because our
prices are already so reasonable when compared to other manufacturers'
prices even after discounts.

8. We are proud to promise that your order will be despatched back to you
on the same day it is received.

9. We are proud that our range covers
The Ancient Period.

The Medieval Period.

The English Civil War.
The Seven Years War.

The American War of Independence.
The Jacobite Rebellion.

The Napoleonic Period.
The Crimea Period.

The American Civil War.

The Franco-Prussian War.

The Colonial Period.

16th, 17th and 18th Centuries.

10. We are proud to claim that we would still choose figures made by MINI
ATURE FIGURINES LIMITED for our wargames even if we did not make
them ourselves.

Catalogue and List of Figures I/- in stamps (two International Postal Reply
coupons for overseas customers). Postage paid.

Commercial Director—NEVILLE DICKINSON Design Director—RICHARD HIGGS



WARCAMER'S

NEWSLETTER
No. 8k. March 1969.

editorial comment

Believing that the Newsletter both in it6 present format and contents represents
the highest peak the magazine has reached since if first came out in April 1962, I
have been rather surprised to receive adverse criticism from two wargamers, both
known to me personally, "-who have been subscribers for considerable periods.

Their basis of complaint seems to be that the magazine's contents are not one
hundred per cent concerned with wargaming. In this I do not disagree because, be
lieving that no one wishes to live on a diet of red meat only, I have purposefully
included minor items and an occasional major article on topics which are not strictly
wargaming although of a military nature. Nevertheless, it seemed to me at the time
of writing and this is still the case that ANYTHING bearing on uniforms, tactics,
campaign histories, etc., ejtc, are of value to wargamers.

Wargaming is not just a matter of buying model soldiers, painting them and sett
ing them up on a table-top amidst a terrain vaguely resembling reality and then, to
rules either simple or complicated, attempting to reproduce a battle. Tactics, just
as arms and equipment, differed with periods and ones rules MUST reflect these
differences otherwise a game in the Seven Years' War period is going to (anomalously)
be fought in exactly the same manner as one of the American Civil War more than a
hundred years later.

It is only by a study of military history that one can learn of the essential
differences of tactics, the potentialities of weapons and the disparities in command
and morale etc., of the opposing forces. For these reasons I do not consider that
anything military that a wargamer reads, whether it be in the Newsletter or elsewhere,
is a waste of time.

One of my critics says that he does not like to read in the Newsletter things
that he can read in books obtainable from the library. Every year there are liter
ally hundreds of books published (and put on library shelves) that are interesting,
almost vitally so, to the wargamer and to the.military historian. I would have
thought that a precis or a relevant extract from one of these books would have been
most valuable, both from the aspect of information and because it made the reader a-
ware of the books existence and contents. The' inclusion of poetry has also been de
rided - I make no excuse for including the odd little piece of military poetry because
I like them and I think that many other readers may share my feelings.

Rather, I think the trouble is the same as that already discussed in the News
letter editorial of July 1968. One of the failings of wargaming as a hobby lies in
the fact that all too soon the novice considers himself to be an expert, becomes-
blase, insular and self-sufficient, .shows little interest and scant respect for views,
opinions and ideas of other wargamers. It happens to us all, and I freely confess to
the same faults which are perhaps best exemplified in the fact that everyone has their
own rules and no one likes anyone else'si The novice of today who finds wargaming
literature interesting and of value, tomorrow will treat it with disregard, pushing it
aside because he feels he has read it before or knows it all. Personally, I would
always take at least one wargaming magazine if only to be kept in touch with what is
going on amongst other wargamers, withe trend of events and to be kept informed of the
latest in new models, books, etc. But do not let me deter you from writing your
criticisms - only in this way can I know what you like and dislike and make the
sine a better one.

maga-

DON FEATHERSTONE.



FIRING INTO THE

BROWN!

*• '' ORIGIN OF THE 'SALUTE'

Previous to 17^5 it seems to have
been the custom in the English Army to
salute by removing the hat or head cover
ing. The French Huguenot refugee,

Maximillian Misson, in his 'Observations of a Traveller", noticed that "Englishmen,
when they meet, no more dream of pulling off their hats than women would think of
pulling off their headgear; they salute one another by giving one another their hands
and shaking them heartily," but on the other hand he observed that the English Court
at this period (1693) was more exacting of outward courtesy than even the Court of
Louis XIV, the officers in attendance on the French King at a Review beinp; allowed to
keep their hats on, whereas, "I saw the King of England reviewing about 12,000 men
(which could be no short review) surrounded by a large attendance, all with hat in
hand".

The Coldstream Guards seem to have been the first, or one of the first regiments
to initiate the modern salute as we find in their Order Book for 3rd September, 17^+5:
"The men ordered not to pull off their hats when they pass an officer, or speak to
them, but only to clap up their hands to their hats and bow as they pass by".

Phis was probably imitated from either French or werman practice.

ooOoo

In 1812, when Barclay de Tolly had eventually obtained the sole command of the
Russian forces, and was carrying out the correct policy of withdrawal and evasion of
battle, the plan of campaign was nearly upset by interference of the Tsar, urged on
by subordinates such as Bennigsen, who forced him to stand and fight at Smolensk,
which was exactly what Napoleon wanted.

ooOoo

They put the khaki on us, and we all looked much the same -
The navvy and the shopman and the clerk.

They lumped us all together, only "soldier" was our name -
For the Army knows no navvy, shopman, clerk.

They put the khaki on us - let the rolls of honour tell
.There was not a man who failed to play his part,

And when we again wear civvies what each one will wear as well,
Is a little bit of khaki - in his heart.

ooOoo

In 1666, there was a very interesting naval case of lack of concentration when
de Huyter with the Dutch fleet met the English fleet divided, part being under the
Duke of Albermarle and part under Prince Rupert. See the very interesting contempor
ary comments on this in "Pepys' Diary" from May 31st, 1666, onwards, especially June
24th.

ooOoo

Bernaciotte's corps war. linking up Napoleon's force on the Landgrufenberg with
that of Davoust at Auerstadt. There is considerable divergence of opinion as to what
orders were actually sent to Bernadotte, but there is no doubt that he entirely
failed, whether wilfully or not is not known, to understand what was required of him,
and he remained inactive, without taking any part in the two battles raging to the
north and south of him.

ooOoo

HINT OF THE MONTH

This one is straight from the horse's mouth - the famous Charles Stadden reveals
how, when painting with matt Humbrol enamel, he adds 1 drop of Artist's Linseed Oil
and 3 drops of Artist's Gold Size to the tin. Stir well before use to obtain the best
results.



WAR OF THE BOMBAR SUCCESSION -

The Siege of Bombar - 1752 (contd)

The Assaults were timed to begin their
attack at 0100 20th October by which time
the columns were to be in their start posi
tions.

Weather Report. Weather fine. Moon rises
0230.

The game which is reported below was a
solo game. I believe the sieges are ideally
suited to solo games as once the assault
columns are launched very little tactical
control can be maintained. Reports are al
ways confused so that the despatch of re
serves is commonly a haphazard affair. In
addition the fact that a siege assault can
be all over within 15 minutes (Prussian
attack on Brieg 17^2) or may last for many
hours (Badajoz) makes for difficult planning
for an evening. The lack of manoeuvre makes
for a game which can be adequately kept to
pencil and paper, only the inimitable dice
being necessary. The game was based on a
fifteen minute move.

The Storm.

The "plan of attack was'not betrayed, neither were the town gates opened by the
inhabitants (dice: 1 plan betrayed, 6 gates opened).

As the church bell of Bombar tolled the first hour the forlorn hopes approached
their objectives (50 men may approach a sectoi and i-jach wall undetected by throwing
3, k, 5 or 6). The defenders were clearly alert as those attacking the North Bastion
Wallenstien and Main Gate were discovered. Accordingly these bastions were reinforc
ed to their garrison strength of 300. The only forlorn hope to place a "ladder" was
that attacking the Wallenstien Bastion (50 men may place and mount a ladder by throw
ing a 6 at a normal wall, 5 or 6 at a small breach, 4, 5, 6 at a "practicable" breach)
These attackers were defeated in the subsequent melee and the "ladder" was thrown
down. (Melee head count x dice, if attackers defeated 5, 6 ladder stands, 1, 2, 3,
k down) - (in an unsuccessful assault the defenders inflict 10% of their strength as
casualties). Learning of the attack Preysing despatched 100 reinforcements to the
Wallenstien (each bastion attacked requests aid; 1, 2, 3, k refused, 5 - 100 men, 6 -
300 men).

By 0115, the forlorn hopes were joined by the advanced guards. No lodgements
were made on the South Bastion, but the Hereditary Prince at the Main Gate forced two
ladders into place (each attacking column may attempt to put k ladders in place at
one move), some lodgement was also made at the North Bastion but all were repulsed.
These attacks continued unsuccessfully - notably so on the South Wall, until at 01^5
the Hessians gained a foothold at the main gate (melee score even). They were now
automatically able to place all their four ladders into position. But alas for the
gallant Hereditary Prince at the next move he was driven off. However, three of his
ladders remained in place and at the next move he stormed back to carry the gate
against the reinforced defenders, half of whom fled (1, 2, 3 - all flee; k, 5 - half
flee; 6 - stand firm). The Hessians were unable to open the gates (need k, 5> 6 un
less in undisputed possession). Thus they had but 350 men on the wall to meet the
counter attack (when enemy on'wall defenders send 1, 2 - no reinforcement; J, k - 300
men; 5, 6 - 600 men) made by the 800 Bavarians in the sector. This counter attack
was repulsed in splendid style all the Bavarians being routed, but the Hessians still
could not open the gate. At 02^5 Preysing led his last reserve of 600 men to meet
the 550 Hessians on the wall. In this desperate and even struggle (each side threw
3) it was the Bavarians who prevailed driving off half the assailants. The last
Hessian was driven off at 0315» The continuous attacks on the other Bastions had
failed to make ground even when the reserve columns were fed in. The outlook for the
attackers could hardly have seemed blacker when at 0315 the attack on the North
Bastion broke and fled (columns under half strength throw 5» 6 - continue; 1, 2, 3i
k - break). A glimmer of light appeared for them when the river bank attack finally



succeeded in placing two ladders and holding their ground in
the melee. By 0345 this attack had established itself but
lacking reserves was unlikely to carry all before it. To
remedy this lack Ohiem committed his reserve to their aid
(when troops established throw dice 5» 6 despatch central
reserve to their aid) however these troops would take half an
hour to reach the won wall in which time anything could
happen.

The pendulum now swung towards the attackers. The
Hessians with marvellous fortitude once more were on the wall

Preysing, his force reduced to 280 men, fought desperately
and his angel stood over him. The beloved Hereditary Prince
fell wounded, his followers panicking and once again the gate
was in Bavarian hands. The swing had been a short one for surely now troops from the
unengaged North Bastion and Bridgehead could be despatched to restore the situation
on the South Wall (defenders once committed to one wall require 5 or 6 to be divert
ed). The attack on the Wallenstien was now nearing half strength and that on the
Main Gate was now exhausted. If Preysing thought all was saved he had one last shock
coming.

With a final desperate effort Von Herdenberg rallied his decimated battalions
for a last desperate effort against the Wallenstien. Against desperate odds these
troops finally triumphed,the defenders fleeing. By 0415 Ohiem and his reserves were
driving eastwards along the South Wall, opening the South Gate to Count Lippe's
second column. With the Hanoverians pouring in^Preysing ordered his troops to lay
down their arms thus hoping to avoid the wholesale slaughter of his gallant garrison.
(When attackers have a force on the walls equal to the defenders effective force
throw dice 1, 2, 3 - capitulate; k, 5, 6 - fight on).

Result.

The garrison,rwho had suffered 1,300 in killed and wounded,surrendered 2,000
strong with a vast quantity of artillery. 300 men from the Bridgehead made their
escape along the west bank of the Wassel. The cost to the attackers was 4,200 out of
11,000 engaged. Of these 1,500 had been temporarily taken prisoner (throw dice to
establish the ratio of the casualties.) After so hard a fight it is regrettable to
relate that the Hanoverian discipline broke down (1,2- whole force; 3i 4 - half
force; 5, 6 - none) go on the rampage, and half the force was soon looking gaily and
committing those acts of grossness which were not uncommon - it was generally con
sidered that troops who had stormed a fortified place had the right of plunder.

Victory though it was the Hanoverian position was not yet secure. After a short
rest Ohiem was only able to detach 2,000 men to the aid of the Duke of Cumberland: who
was standing at bay at Mitau opposing the Duke of Wurtemberg's 19r°00 witl1 a hare
9,000 red coats.

Some account of the happenings at Mitau will appear later.
ooOoo

1969 NATIONAL WARGAMES CLUBS CHAMPIONSHIP & CONVENTION

The Convention this year will be held at Warnes Hotel,
Marine Parade (sea front), Worthing, Sussex on Saturday and
Sunday, 4th and 5th October, 1969-

The final rounds of the 1969 National Wargames Clubs
Championships will be held all day on the Saturday, and will
be completed on the Sunday morning. A prizegiving luncheon
will follow at 2 p.m. on Sunday afternoon.

Convention fee

Saturday lunch at the hotel, if required ..
Bed & breakfast at the hotel, if required .
Prizegiving luncheon
Trade stands (per table, 4'6" x 2'3", and
including admittance to the convention) ... £1. Is. -d.

All hotel prices are inclusive of a 10^5 service charge.
Please send all bookings and enquiries, and make all remitt
ances payable to:-

M.I.D.Woolgar, 44 Shaftesbury Avenue, Worthing, Sussex.

Military B*oks

MMlPrMtS

K. G. WYNN

42 ESHER DRIVE

UTTLIHAMPTOM, SUSSEX

USTS ISSUED PERIODICALLY.

WRITE NOW FOR A FREE

COPY OF THE CURRENT ONE.

PLEASE OFFER ANY BOOKS

OR PRINTS YOU MAY WISH

TO SELL HIGHEST PRICES

PAID.

£1. -s.

-d.

-d.

£2. 4s. -d.
£1. Is. -d.



WHAT MAKES

A WAKGAMEK

TICK?

Bob Lillie (U.S.Marines). Presently I am
stationed at Dong Ha in the northern part of South
Vietnam, about 8 miles south of Con Thien on the
DMZ. I have been "in country" for six months now and can say these have been the
longest six months of my life! But needless to say pretty soon I can begin counting
the days till I'll be heading home.

Dong Ha is a Combat Support Base for the Northern I Corps Area here in Vietnam
so the unit I am with really doesn't have it as bad as some of the Marine and Army
Infantry outfits. We just came off of Operation Pegasus which was the task of open
ing the road to Khe Sanh. I can say with a great deal of pride that it was my com-
paby that opened the road and repaired the bridges along Route 9 from Ca Lu (about
15 miles east of Khe Sanh) to Khe Sanh. How long they'll stay open is another mattec.
The North Vietnamese have the bad habit of closing the road whenever they feel like
it!

While being overseas has put a halt to my actual wargaming I have still been
making plans for my Post W.W.I game. At the present I have 2 complete (painted,
supporting arms, etc) armies of .German and French troops. Their T/0 consists of 32
man companies six to a regiment. Together with supporting troop (artillery, mortars,
M.G's, mounted troops etc.,) a regiment will have about 285 figures.

Vehicles for the game consist of all the early types of tanks (Mark IVs,
Whippetts, Benaults) and armoured cars (Peerless and Rolls Royce), the German troops
even have a few M.G's mounted on motorcycle sidecars! All figures are in the 20mm
scale.

My plans for the game include that of a Colonial Island campaign. While I have
my land rules pretty well worked out I am now trying to get a set worked out for
amphibious landings.

All in all it is quite an interesting period. The troops won't quite have the
fire power or armoured mobility of W.W.II (in my rules the tanks have to dice every
move to see if they keep running) but will be out of the trenches of W.W.I. Mainly
it will be a game of infantry and artillery.

Since I have been overseas I have been able to buy quite a few figures to en
large my wargames army! I recently purchased a complete British 20mm army (W.W.I)
and have started building a British and German Colonial force of 25mm Scruby figures
based on the same basic 32 man unit! When I get back to the States I figure I'll
have plenty to keep me busy for many moons.

Jim Gandy of Tasmania. Wargaming has progressed a little in Tasmania in the
last year. Our group now has 4 regular wargamers (including 2 military miniature
collectors) plus several occasionals (such as my brother and his wife). My parents'
basement has been taken over virtually as a club room. It holds a 10' x 6'9" table
and the bare brick walls have almost disappeared under a layer of prints, maps, flags
and shelves of model soldiers.

We have fought in the following periods so far, World War II, Napoleonic,
Ancient (Romans v Gauls), Colonial period (Relief of Khartoum, 1885), Foreign Legion
v Arabs and First Boer War, and Napoleonic sea battles.

Most of the troops are mine - converted from Airfix figures - except for Arthur
Hamiltons' W.W.II German Army (of about 80 pieces including 8 Roco King or Hunting
Tigers).

-I have about 2,000 troops for the other periods - all painted and mostly con
verted including Napoleonic armies of 512 infantry, 100 cavalry and 5 guns a side,
(with troops from France And Austria fighting those of Great Britain,
Prussia, Brunswick, Sweden and Russia)* In addition Arthur and I have quite a few
metal 20mm and 54mm figures for show purposes.
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BATTLE REPORT

OF THE

MONTH

BALACLAVA!

by D.B.Clark
"THE THIN RED LINE". BALACLAVA. 1854

It had to happen! Fired by the film,
'Charge of the Light Brigade', I put aside my machine-guns and tanks and
pressed into service a shabby hotch-potch of odd figures to re-fight one of
our most glorious battles.

THE FIELD: The table was 8 feet by 4 feet and the scale used was 1 inch per
50 yards so that the movement and ranges of the B.M.S.S. rules (which I
use for Horse and Musket battles) had to be halved. Using this scale, I
could fit in the whole field from the 1st redoubt to the Worrenzorff

road.

THE FORCES: Russians: 14 battalions of infantry (280 men and all it was
worth bringing onto the table because of the movement rates), 22 Dra
goons, 16 Lancers, 52 Cossacks and 10 field guns.

The Allies: Turks - 30 Infantry and 1 field gun.
British - 15 Scots, 4 battalions of the 4th

Division (available after the 10th game-move), 18 cavalry Heavy brigade,
21 cavalry Light brigade.

French - 6 cavalry Chasseurs d'Afrique and 2
Horse guns (available'on the 5th game-move).

THE BATTLE: The battle began with 7 battalions of Russian infantry,
supported by artillery, attacking Redoubt No.1. They advanced against
the redoubt 3 battalions abreast with their light troops scattered in
front of them. When their artillery opened up they halted (whether this
was because they thought the Turks would bolt under artillery or whether
they doubted their artillerists skill is open to conjecture). The art
illery fire was ineffective and the Turks, as if to register their con
tempt, fired a volley that bowled over three light troops. The light
troops then began an outflanking movement on both sides while their in
fantry battalions launched a frontal assault on the redoubt, which was
successful, despite a well aimed shot from-the gun in the No.2 redoubt,
which killed 4 soldiers.

The Turks in redoubt No.1 then surrendered and the artillerists,
seeing the Russians continuing their outflanking movement to the right,
attempted to pull off their gun. The gallant Turks were, however, shot
from their limber before they had gone very far.

To all intents and purposes the fighting on the south of the Worren
zorff road was over. For the rest of the battle the 7 Russian battalions
advanced westwards until, by nightfall, they were a few yards from the
Heavy brigade encampment when the darkness brought their advance to a halt.

However, the battle in the Northern valley, between the Fedukine and the
Causeway heights, had only ju6t begun. Preceeded by a cloud of Cossacks, the
Dragoons (south) and the Lancers (north) moved side by side down the valley.
Quickly out-distancing the supporting infantry and guns, they galloped past the
No. 3 and 4 redoubts (which caused the small garrisons to decide their morale,
which was hopeless so they fled) until they were confronted by the Light
Brigade, drawn up in fine order, across the western mouth of the valley and
supported by a French horse gun on each flank (see map). The Coassacks immed
iately charged but received such casualties from grape shot that they routed
back on the Dragoons and Lancers.

The Russian Dragoons moved to the top of the Causeway heights (in the di
rection of Balaclava) between redoubts 3 and 4, leaving the Lancers to rally
the Coassacks and to later follow them. Topping the ridge, the Dragoons found;



themselves faced by the 93rd Highlanders moving up, from the other side, to reoccupy
the redoubts left vacant by the Turks. Things could have been awkward for the High
landers had the Dragoon officer (from a glance at his copy of the B.M.S.S. rules!)
discovered that he could not charge down the steep slope! Also, he observed the
Heavy Brigad* moving upon his right flank along the Worrenzorff road. Hurriedly, he
fell back down the slope to rest his flanks on the sides of the 3rd and 4th redoubts.
Thus, the surprise appearance of the 93rd had caused the Russian cavalry's southward
move to a halt.

Things had reached something of a stalemate when the commander of the British
Heavy Brigade (Scarlett) realised that the right flank of the 93rd (now in line) was
distantly threatened by the Russian infantry advancing from the 1st and 2nd redoubts.
He decided to retire from his position on the ridge and to move to the south of his
encampment, directly supporting the 93rd from the Dragoons and the infantry at the
same time. He realised that his temporary absence from the ridge might cause the
Dragoons to attack the 93rd, but he believed that their inability to charge would
enable the stubborn 93rd to hold it's ground. Seeing the Heavy Brigade fall away
from his right flank the Dragoon commander decided to risk an attack upon the 93rd
in order to open a way southwards for the Cossacks who were suffering heavily under
the French artillery fire and forced to hold their ground in order to cover the
advance of their laggardly infantry.

Coming over the ridge, the Dragoons hit the line of the 93rd. A fiery melee
developed for two moves until the heavy brigade appeared to the south and the
Dragoons thought it wiser to break off their engagement than continue it with the
threat of fresh troops joining in against them. They fell back over the ridge to re
form.

Under the protective cloak afforded by the Heavy Brigade, which caused the Russ
ians to halt the advance of their infantry, the 93rd withdrew to a position south of
the camp (see map). Thus the approach to Balaclava from both Russian infantry and
cavalry was thinly covered.

While the 93rd and Heavy Brigade were "shuffling about in the Southern valley
the Russians resumed a determined attack upon the positions of the Light Brigade and
French guns.

Luck turned against the Allies as the reformed Dragoons dashed along the Worren
zorff road towards redoubt No.5 uncovered for several game moves now that the Heavy
Brigade was in the Southern valley. This attack could have been delivered much
earlier and in the heat of battle it went unnoticed until, as it turned out, it was
too late. A detachment of the Light Brigade sent to counter the move was swept aside,
the French gunners abandoned their gun, the Turks fled the redoubt, the Cossacks
galloped forward and engaged the remaining section of the British light cavalry, and
a small force of light troops seized the Horse gun on the Fedukine heights while the
Lancers covered the left flank of the Dragoons.

Forced back, the Light Brigade suffered heavily and finally broke. The Russian
cavalry tried to exploit this but found the ground behind held firmly by the regiments
of the 4th Division. At this point, with the British cavalry in defeat and the Russ
ian cavalry victorious but in confusion, the Heavy Brigade, drawn back to the Northern
valley charged the Russian cavalry in flank. Being disorganised, the Russians broke
and fell back in confusion on their infantry (only now reaching the 4th redoubt).

By now, the 20th game move, darkness was approaching and the fighting ended.
Balaclava had been saved almost as providentially as in 1854.

CONCLUSION:

The game was a solo one and was pretty realistic, because fighting solo one
could introduce that element of tactical surprise, such as the Russian Dragoons and
the 93rd confronting each other unexpectedly, which could never have occurred in a
competitive game. The battle ended with the same results as the actual; e.g. the
Russian cavalry were defeated and demoralised, the Light Brigade was all but destroy
ed, the Turks did flee, the Russians did carry off the redoubt guns and they did end
up holding the 1st to 4th redoubts but were stopped before the 5th and 6th.

The casualties were light, Russians 72 (mainly cavalry), British 36 (a mixture
of all arms.



COUNSELS OF WAR.

A most challenging discussion on the changing
perspectives in wargaming forms this month's con
tribution by Alan Hansford Waters.

"I would like to say how much I am enjoying
Neil Cogswell's articles on "The War of the Bombar
Succession", because Neil's approach to the game i
very similar to my own.

One very noticeable trend in wargames is that
more are, on re-examination, reverting to the trad-'
itional approach. After criticism of Don Feather- '-''
stone's rules in the book "War Games" even new
players rejected them and adopted an entirely new
approach, formulating detailed and scientific
rules far removed from those which started the
hobby as we know it today. Recently we can detect,
from contributions to wargames publications, a cW*"
trend back to revised versions of our old rules. I
think this is because wargamers are realising that
hard and fast rules are impossible to apply to war- -7H.-"~
games. Perhaps we are starting to regard a wargame as an artform rather than a
science of dubious enjoyment as a hobby. By adopting an apparent crudity of approach
it is possible to gain a far more realistic representation of what would happen in a
real battle - and, after all, that is our true aim!

Delving more deeply into the matter, range or even scaled effectiveness of
muskets is entirely beside the point so long as overall results are based on the same
rulings and, what IS to the point, the end result is the most accurate possible hav
ing examined a large selection of sources. As an example: if a rules allow a unit
that has moved half its move distance to fire once, and one that has not moved to
fire twice per move, this leads to more troops defending positions than troops attack
ing than was the rule in real life. The old ruling of half move or less and troops
can still fire will be found to be more accurate and far more realistic than the
APPARENTLY better and more logical ruling.

When Bragg hurled his soldiers at the Union lines at Stone's River in "suicidal
charges" his troops eventually suffered slightly less casualties than the Federals,
although the attack initially enjoyed great success as some of the Union regiments
ran out of ammunition. When recreated on the wargames table, Bragg consistently lost
between 2/3 and twice as many more men as Rosecrans - due solely to this apparently
logical rule. Using it, no position is worth assaulting on the table. The only
tactic is a modern one - sit and blast until a minor advance becomes possible then
sit and blast again - a form of static warfare, ARTISTICALLY wrong for Horse-and-
Musket period, but indisputably correct mathematically and scientifically. The ex
periment was played through several times, using a set of commercially available war-
games rules incorporating the example I have chosen to illustrate the argument.

Another way in which greater coarseness of approach is leading to much improved
results is in troop reduction scales. As can be seen in Neil's and other articles,
the 1:100 scale is fast catching on and, in my opinion, giving vastly improved re
sults. Company representation is lost, but was it ever really gained in the 1:25
method? Individual company identity is largely unimportant in armies to the larger
scale, while the use of Guards troops, cavalry or even artillery is impossible for a
smaller collector or the gamer with limited table time when an infantry Division con
sists of at least 400 figures. There is no more reason why we should base collecting
and rules on the company and battalion - proportionately Regiment, brigade and divi
sion are far easier to accurately represent and fit into real life situations. Com
pany representation falls between two stools; if companies are expected to play their
correct role, at least 12 men per company are required, and great care must be taken
in setting up objectives and situations suitable to such a force in real life.

To sum up - the future trend of our thinking should be a greater coarseness of
approach, accompanied by more care with set situations and reasearch, as in Neil
Cogswell's account, plus more imagination for FLEXIBLY integrating as many varied
factors as possible into a set of rules. The more detailed are specific situations,

CONTINUED ON PAGE 16
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CANISTER COMMENTS

by

Fred H. Vietmeyer

For wargamers who are looking for a tactical difference between hussars and the
other similar light cavalry such as "chasseurs-a-cheval" of the line and "jagers zu
pferd", consider the following reinforcing statements:

1. In David Chandler's book "The Campaigns of Napoleon", page 354, we read that
the French hussars and chasseurs-a-cheval had similar equipment - such as sabres and
carbines - but only the latter were expected to fire as mounted skirmishers.

2. In Preben Kannik's book "Military Uniforms in Colour", page 16, we find that
in contrast with the widely used term hussar, the names "jager zu pferd" and "chasseur
a'-=cheval" indicated a type of light horse that used a carbine with effect from horse
back.

So where does this leave the wargamer? Most players correctly give the hussar
better morale than the "chasseurs", light dragoons, etc.

In a massed charge, most players conclude that the hussar and the "chasseur"
have just about the same shock effect, since this is more accurately due to horse
sizes and charging speeds; but some players do allow for the probability that the
hussar is a better melee fighter as a skirmisher - because the hussars were generally
considered to be superior swordsmen and had some shield-like protection from their
pelisse.

But now we have a counter balancing fact. Although both types could fire from
horseback, the "chasseur" was trained to be a better shot.

Perhaps this is why we are not surprised when we see the dashing, colourful
hussar more frequently en masse on the battlefield and the "chasseurs-a-cheval" of
the line more frequently on the periphery of the large battles - acting as advance
guards, flank out posts, etc. Yet obviously, each could perform all the above
functions to various degrees of proficiency.

ooOoo

I have received from M.Elliott of 17 Tovells Road, Ipswich, Suffolk, a useful
little six page booklet "Basic Wargaming in Six Easy Lessons". Its contents (which
strongly resemble much that is contained in the Rules Booklets published by Wargamer's
Newsletter) give a beginner a very fair idea of how to start battling on the table-
*°p.
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THE MARNE ON THE DEMERARA

by

R.S.M.Ronald W.Sargent (R.Hamps).

The First World War of 1914-18
was a war that saw the end of colour

ful uniforms with an attempted "in
visibility" for the infantry through
khaki, field grey and horizon blue.
The appearance of the tank and aero
plane and the dominance of artillery
.spelt the death knell of the cavalry
arm. A host of campaigns and offen
sives came to naught regardless of
the theories then in vogue.

It was the war we played at in
the 30's when I was a boy, as war
gaming is a hobby that has always
interested me. However, in the
course of my service postings I have
come across very few likely oppon
ents, which has channelled most of
my activities along solo lines. With
the appearance of the Airfix World
War One figures I saw the chance of
creating a wargame of this period,
but baulked at the thought of a solo
game containing such a diversity of
weapons.

Playing solo Horse and Musket
period games had proved quite-'tiring after three of four mores when one had to dice
for volleys, dice for melees and dice for cannon fire, not to mention morale. An
adaption of Joe Morschauser's roster system provided me with an answer. I made
stands of cardboard two inches square on which I glued two mounted figures or six
infantry figures. These I called Divisions. The figures on these divisional stands;
are purely decorative', rifles, machine gunes, or artillery, having no fire power as
such. The cavalry divisions, not having so many figures per stand a6 the infantry
are also embellished with little pieces of scenery like a hedge, fence, signpost, or
clump of rocks.

Each type of division has a basic points value. For infantry it is 4 points,
but the division may add two more points if it is in a prepared defensive position
or a fortress town, and for cavalry it is three points but they too. can add two more
also if fighting a dismounted defensive action. The score from two dice plus the
division's basic value at the time decides a division's reactions to.contact. (Con
tact is the deciding factor in my game).

A score of 2 points higher than opponent forces opponent to withdraw.

A score of 4 points or over higher than opponent means opposing division is
annihilated.

A score of 1 or 3 points higher than opponent, or a Draw score, means that both
divisions are engaged in fierce fighting, but no gains.

Tanks figure on the Allied side with a basic points value of six. One tank
being a tank division. To counter this on the Central Powers side I have rules for
Gas. This can only be used by a division making a deliberate attack, or by a divi
sion in a prepared defensive position. A score of 4 on one dice means a following
wind and gives the user a bonus of 5 points, but any other score means that the
weather is unfavourable and the gas is not effective, and there are no bonus points.

My sequence of play is that I dice for both sides in turn and the highest score
moves. Having moved, conducted melees and fire-fights indicated by contacts, and
removed casualties, I then dice again to see which side moves next. It sometimes
follows that one side will move three times in succession, but this is not as unfair
as it seems at first. I find this gives me a chance to pull off a manoeuvre as if it
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had an element of surprise, because we all know in 60I0
games how easy it is to counter a good move when one is
playing both Bides alternately.

As to time and movement - one sequence of play equals
one day without any special rules for night movement. My
theatre of war is gridded into two inch squares. Infantry
(and tank) divisions move one grid square per turn in any
direction, but obliquely. Cavalry divisions may move up to
two grid squares per turn in any direction. A division
that can get onto a railway at a town can move up to four
squares in one move along the railway line something like
moving down a snake in snakes and ladders. This is an
obvious advantage when you want to switch reinforcements
quickly from one front to another.

The theatre of war is gridded into 396" squares super
imposed on a drawn map of Belgium and part of France and
Germany. Its boundries are Antwerp in the North, Belfort
in the South, Nurnberg in the East and Paris in the West. The map snows some princi
ple towns, and fortress towns like Liege or Metz marked by a red star. These fort
ress towns have a points value which a defender can add to his dice score and the
fortress guns dominate the adjacent squares all round. A dice score of 6 can anni
hilate an enemy in an adjacent square, whereas a 5 or 4 forces him to retire out of
range, or a 3 holds him up for one sequence of play. Principle rivers are marked and
given a points value that must be gained if a crossing is to be effected anywhere
other than where there is a town on the river or a conventional sign for a bridge.
Bridges can be destroyed. Some forests, like the Ardennes, Compiegne and Eifel, are
also shown and these also have a points value that must be met when a division ini
tially commences moving through them.

Luxembourg and Holland are neutral countries and divisions of either side that
move into squares within their borders are immediately interned. My map board needs
no scenery or terrain features as the game is more strategic than tactical. It is
drawn out on a large piece of brown paper with coloured inks that can be rolled up
and put away. As each of the gridded squares is numbered and lettered, I can note
each division's "map reference" at the end of an evening's play so that the campaign
can be continued from that point again whenever I find the time.

As previously stated my armies are all Airfix figures and I have allowed myself
a certain amount of licence regarding uniforms so that any dress worn between 1900
and 1918 is likely to be found. This same licence also has the A.E.F. in France at
the commencement of hostilities, and Turkish and Austrian troops in Germany. Here is
a brief description of theporces of the nations involved, commencing with the Alliesy-

The Belgian infantry are all converted Airfix Foreign Legionnaires, wearing dark
blue overcoats and grey trousers, but the Grenadiers are in bearskins and the line in
blue fatigue caps with a red band. The cavalry are Guides in black busbies, green
tunics and red breeches, converted from Legion mounted officers, and have lances made
from straightened hair pins, as do all my other cavalry armed with that weapon.

The B.E.F. are all in khaki, the cavalry being converted from ACW artillery
mounted figures. Favourite units play a big part in this organization. I have
Coldstream Guards in my Guards Division, my own regiment the Hampshires (not Royal
then) in the 29th Division of Gallipoli fame, and my soft spot for all Irish regi
ments is catered for in the 36 (Ulster) Division. The Royal Naval Division is re
presented by R.M.L.I, in blue with Broderick caps. There are two Airfix Mk.I tanks
with the B.E.F. one painted battleship grey and the other in dazzle pattern camou
flage.

The French have the most divisions of all the Allies, as is to be expected. The
cavalry, all converted from U.S.Cavalry and Arabs, consists of Curassiers, Dragoons,
with helmets covered, Hussars in steel helmets and horizon blue, and Spahis in red
cloaks. The infantry range from converted Legionnaires in kepis and red trousers to
Senegalese in horizon blue overcoats and khaki pantaloons.

Russia had troops in France up until the French army mutinies of 1917 and these
are represented by one division in Broderick cap6 and white summer shirts converted
from W.W,II Russian infantry.

Portugal, Britain's oldest ally, is represented also by one division of W.W.I.
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British infantry painted in light blue uniforms.

In the A.E.F. the 2nd Infantry Division has U.S.Harines in the grey green uni
form they came to France in but were forced to discard because of its similarity to
field grey. All the other A.E.F. troops were olive drab, and include the 42nd
Rainbow Division, and the 93rd Coloured Infantry Division that won such fame in the
final battles of 1918. My U.S. Cavalry have retained the sabre although they should
be charging with drawn pistols if my memory of T.V. pictures of the punitive expedi
tion in Mexico in 1916 serves me correct.

Italian infantry were certainly in France in 1918. These I have made by paint
ing French W.W.I infantry in grey green. The cyclists of the French set are now
Bersaglieri complete with plastic wood cock feathers on their helmets.

The Armies of the Central Powers do not have as many countries to represent
although they get a fair amount of variety in their uniforms. Germany has the most
divisions in the field and, apart from the Guards Corps and most of the Cavalry, all
wear field grey. The Guards wear traditional Prussian blue, but with variations like
one division in black trousers, one in white trousers, and one with pickelhaubes
covered. One division wears the Guards M.G. green uniforms. The field grey divi
sions either have brown or black leather, numbers in red on the pickelhaubes covers,
and in some divisions the spikes removed from their pickelhaubes as was the fashion
in 1915* The cavalry consists of Uhlans and Hussars in both blue and field grey, and
Jager zu Pferde in green with brown leather, all created from U.S. Cavalry and ACW
artillery mounted figures.

, Austria-Hungary has an Army Corps of Bosnian infantry in light blue with red
fezzes converted from W.W.II Japanese infantry, and Hussars in green tunics and grey
breeches.

That the Turks are represented is not as far fetched as it sounds. Alistair

Home, in his book on Verdun 1916 "The Price of Glory", mentions Falkenhayn's re
fusal of a Turkish offer to send troops to the Western Front. In my war this offer
has been readily accepted by Germany and from Japanese W.W.II infantry and plastic
wood I have produced four divisions of Turks. Their cavalry are in dark blue with
grey astrakhan caps. In all both sides have an army of thirty-eight divisions.

Finally, a word on the campaign to date. The Central Powers opened with a
modified version of the Schlieffen Plan, whilst the Allies countered by moving into
Belgium as in 1940, but also attacking in Alsace as in the original Plan XVII. The
German advance has been halted on the Meuse even though the fortresses of Liege and
Namur have fallen, whilst in the south the French have made good progress against the
Austro-Turkish forces and are already on the Rhine. No mud choked trench lines bog
my armies down. Infantry march and counter march, fortresses fall, cavalry gallop
forward to exploit situations. In short, I fight the type of campaign of movement
that must have been the dream of Sir Douglas Haig and his French and American allies.

NOTE: At the time of writing this article R.S.M.Ronald Sargent was seconded to the
Army of Guyana in South America. Stationed on the banks of the Demerara River,
surrounded by semi-jungle and twenty-nine miles from Georgetown, the capital, he had
plenty of time for wargaming! His station gives the clue to the title of this
article and his present house in Hampshire is called Demerara! Ronald Sargent is now
a very active member of the Wessex Military Society.

00O00

HISTORY TODAY - February 1969. (Bracken House, 10 Cannon Street, London E.G.k.
£2.l6s.-d. per annum - U.S.A. ^9.00). This beautifully produced magazine contains
Part I of an excellent article on Montcalm, defender of Quebec, and also another on
the death of the Duke of Burgundy in 1712, one of Marlborough's opponents at the
Battle of Oudenarde. Other articles concern the Conquest of Siberia; the History of
Chess and Sir Humphrey Gilbert and American Colonization. The magazine also includes
an excellently illustrated review of the book "The Army in India: 185O-1915" preview
ed in Wargamer's Newsletter in December 1968).

00O00

That avid reader, W.T.Thurber, reports:-

" (1) Methuen Outlines 12/6 "Castles and Fortresses" by R.R.Sellman. Although
intended for young people I think many wargamers' would find it useful.

(2) "The Weapons of World War III" by John S.Tompkins (Robert Hale 50/-">. The
Author is an American and an Editor of "Business Week" where he writes, among other
things, on military subjects".
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AT LAST!

After a series of unavoidable delays, maddening to
both author and would-be readers, the book "Advanced
Wargames" by Donald Featherstone has been published.
Lacking time to obtain a review at this stage, here is
a note of the book's contents. It contains 12 photo
graphs and 52 diagrams - the publishers complain that
their Design Department found it one of the biggest
headaches they had encountered! It must be emphasized
that more than twenty well-known and experienced war
gamers have graciously contributed to, or allowed their
material to be used in "Advanced Wargames".

SECTION ONE - MOVING.

1) The Four-card Trick - describes a method of
representing Time by Distance in a manner that elimin
ates many of the most arguable points of wargames rules.

2) Surprise and Concealment - various methods of
getting over the frustrating fact that we can see every
thing on the wargames table.

3) Continuous Combat - explaining a "flowing" method of wargaming devised by
Jack Scruby, American "Daddy" of the table-top battle.

4) Variations on Moving - adding variety to a basic aspect of wargaming.

SECTION TWO - FIRING.

5) Artillery - 21 pages filled with numerous methods of realistically simulat
ing the firing of the artillery of all periods.

6) Musketry - details many means of representing small-arms fire including one
that takes into account the morale of the firers and the disposition of the target.

SECTION THREE - MORALE.

7) Morale Charts - a completely new method of testing morale in a few seconds,
taking no less than 53 factors into consideration, varied to cope with all periods of
history and types of troops, including tribesmen.

8) Major Morale - wargamer John T. Cape's way of using morale to bring about
battle decisions.

SECTION FOUR - MELEES.

9) Hand-to-hand Fighting - means of simulating this vital aspect of wargaming
in all periods, including schemes for the use of the specific weapons of the Ancient
periods.

10) The Bulgin Melee System - veteran wargamer John Bulgin elaborates on his
very thorough method of melee-ing, taking into consideration numbers, terrain, direc
tion of attack, etc.

SECTION FIVE - AUTOMATED WARGAMING.

11) The Timms Wargames Computor - the wargames of the Rand Corporation and those
"played" in the Pentagon are decided by computors. Here are instructions for making
a simple model computor that will revolutionise your wargaming!

12) The Miles Rounders - wargamer Ron Miles describes his device that decides
the outcome of firing, melees and morale by a flick of the finger.

SECTION SIX - HOW MANY GENERALSJ?

13) solo Wargaming - ten pages packed with original and fascinating ways of
realistically fighting wargames without an actual opponent.
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ions, how to fight with large numbers of contestants. Ideas that could revolutionise
wargames club's activities.

SECTION SEVEN - THE FORMATION OF WARGAMES ARMIES.

15) The Composition of a Force - three new ways of assembling wargames forces,
in the modern, American Civil War and 18th century periods.

16) Hersonalised Wargaming - by giving each man of a small force a name', the
personal touch comes into wargaming, bringing a compassion that transforms the game.

SECTION EIGHT - SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVING WARGAMING.

17) Doing Without Dice - methods of eliminating the controversial dice from war
gaming.

18) Commanders Good or Bad - how to realistically rate your commanders so that
their decisions vitally bear upon the outcome of the battle or campaign.

19) Courier Cards - real-life battles have been lost because a message did not
arrive - how to reproduce that factor on the table-top.

20) Civilians in Wargames - explaining how to handle an invariably neglected
aspect of wargaming - refugees, guerillas and partisans, irregular units etc.

21) Mercenaries - how to set about buying some extra men to reinforce your
armies.

22) Colours and Battle Honours - reward crack units in a colourful and fascinat
ing manner, finding out your best troops as you record their feats.

23) Music and Military Bands - a novel way of utilising the undeniable morale
effects of military music.

2.K) Natives Against Disciplined Troops - 7 pages explaining a means of realisti
cally handling one of the most difficult aspects of wargaming - irregular against
regular troops.

25) Logistics in Wargaming - a simple method of involving a vital but oft-
neglected facet of warfare.

26) Engineering in Wargames - detailed tables giving times involved in routine
military engineering tasks.

27) Weather in Wargames - how to practically affect tactics through weather con
ditions, both on the table-top and in a campaign.

28) Map-making Made Easy - a unique method of making maps for wargaming, illus
trated by a report of a World War II action fought by this means.

29) Defence of Defiles - defensive tactics often make boring wargames. Here is
described how to realistically and interestingly fight for a marked defensive site.

30) Minefields - Captain D.G.Smith, a serving officer and wargamer, presents a
highly realistic means of simulating that difficult-to-do facet of modern war - the
minefield.

"Advanced Wargames" can be purchased from all bookshops for *t2s. -d. or from
Wargamer's Newsletter, inscribed personally to you and signed by the author for
h^B. -d. (^5.25) including postage and packing.

00O00

DICKINSON OF THE SECRET SERVICE! .

In addition to manufacturing model soldiers, Neville Dickinson of Miniature
Figurines, runs a Finance business on the same premises. A few months ago, Jack
Mansfield, arrayed in very smart battledress bearing insignias "Canadian Intelligence
Corps", visited Neville. Carrying a tray of model soldiers, Jack Mansfield rushed
out the back workshop, bumping into a caller emerging from Neville's office. The
startled civilian gazed at the soldier, recoiled and rushed out, crying: "My God!
What's going on here?"
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THE FRENCH HAD A ,;ORD FOR IT

by

Aram Bakshian, Jr.

While the English and American
Civil Wars have received their share

of attention on the wargame table,
another colourful war of rebellion

has been largely ignored. The French
had a word for it - Fronde.

For, just as the England of the
mid-seventeenth century was convulsed
by an anti-monarchist insurrection,
so was France. However, the French,

unlike their English cousins, do not
seem to have taken the matter too

seriously - so, instead of being faced and met then and there, the conflict between
people, Parlements and king were resolved over a century later, at the end of a pike.

Still, the Fronde was a war. Although one French writer has called it a
"burlesque war ... of children, with a child's nickhame ... comic in its origins,
its events, its principles," it also had plenty of action, and some of the best
commanders of the century, including Turenne and Conde.

As it took place in France, and involved politics, no-one was ever quite sure
which side he was on, and nearly everyone switched sides at least once, including
Conde and Turenne.

But it also contained some brilliant manoeuvres, which led that sage old dog,
the Comte de Grammont to remark, wistfully, that, "In those days ... great men
commanded little armies, and little armies did great things." Pleasant contrast to
the massive Flanders floundering of a few decades later!

In some ways, the whole thing resembled a chess game, with the infant Louis XIV
representing the powerless, shunted-about King, and his dull-witted but emphatic
Austrian mother, the Regent Anne, playing the part of Queen. Substitute the games
four bishops with two Cardinals (Mazarin and de Retz), allow for a full contingent
of knights, and make space for some extra pawns (witting and unwitting), and you have
the Fronde!

The troops were dressed and equipped much like those in the English Civil War,
and so there is no shortage of figures to choose from, or general rules to use (with
adaptations to allow for a little extra Gallic fire and treachery). There are a
number of good sources for research. For openers, try Thomas Longueville's "Marshal
Turenne", London, 1907, Longmans, Green, and Company, and, even more interesting, a
first-hand account of some of the hottest actions by one who would later feel the
brunt of anti-monarchial sentiment himself in "The Memoirs of James II, His Campaigns
as Duke of York 1652-1600" edited and translated by A.Lytton Sells, and recently
published both in England and the United States.

With a little effort and experience, you will soon be worthy of the title
Frondeur, yourself, although it isn't anything to be particularly proud of!

00O00

COUNSELS OF WAR (Contd. from page 9 )

the harder it is to get the overall view because of the larger margin of error built
up together with more situations either forgotten or missed off the rulebook alto
gether. At present, we are being petty in our approach and losing enjoyment and
accuracy through it.

I ought to add that my comments apply only to the Horse and Musket period. The
Ancients Society has largely refined the "traditional method", and the moderns en
thusiasts have an entirely different set of problems. They are approaching moderns
in the only way possible - by progressively increasing complications of the sort that
is ideally suited to a technical, scientific set of values in modern warfare. We
must accept that the earlier period of warfare will not increase its accuracy by the
adoption of such rules in the way that modern war can be."



SOMEBODY LOVES US!

We are heartened by the solid support received from readers following the Edit
orial in the January edition of Wargamer's Newsletter. To print all that has been
written would take up most of this issue so we are contenting ourselves with a sample
selection of typical comments.

"I would like to add my support to your leading article in the January '69 News
letter.

It is most unfortunate that this attitude has been adopted implying that a well-
known manufacturer is 'outside the pale' but without any discussion in public taking
place.

I saw something like this take place some years ago, the small firm concerned
gave up in the end, and the net result was that the big firm bought out their good
will and techniques and then ceased to use them.

The terrible thing about all this is that the person who suffers most is the
ordinary purchaser. Perhaps the various clubs and associations could get together
and stop this madness."

J.N. (Surrey)"

"I would like to add my support to Don Featherstone's leading article, I have
the feeling that if it were not for his efforts we would be paying at least twice
as much for our figures. J.N."

"I was surprised to read Don Featherstone's Editorial in the recent Newsletter.
There is no person in the hobby who has done so much to popularise it by his books
and the regular despatch of the Wargamer's Newsletter which to my view is and always
will be the best magazine available to the wargames enthusiast. Since starting
Miniature Figurines Neville Dickinson too has catered for the wargamer apparently
with little profit motive and I hope that in the future he derives from his business
at least as much as he has put into it. I can think of no two other persons who
have put so much into this once pleasant and sociable past-time. J.S."

"I'm sure that, despite commercial interests, there's enough business for all
in a growing hobby and after all, where would these others be without your initial
interest and willingness to give up time in order to pass on the enjoyment you must
have experienced at that time when the hobby was young indeed. J.S. (Derbyshire)"

"After re-ding your editorial in the Wargamer's Newsletter No.82, January '69,
I decided to stop buying the other magazine and hope any other member who buys both
will do the same in support of you. Also I would like to congratulate you on your
magazine - it is ten times more interesting than this other magazine could ever be.
K.H. (Hounslow)"

"I congratulate you on the new format of the Newsletter and the growth of war
gaming which I believe is largely due to your efforts. N.C. (Herts)"

"There is no doubt that everyone of us engaged in this hobby iwe you an enorm
ous debt of gratitude for having laboured single handed to launch and popularise war
gaming. Long may you preside over it! A.J.M. (Brighton)"

"It makes my blood boil at the way in which unknown newcomers have jumped on the
bandwaggon you set rolling singlehandedly and, by ignoring you, endeavour to give the
impression that they invented wargaming.

Whether or not rival magazines are trade-backed is a matter on which we all have
our own views. Nevertheless, if the firms that give advertising revenue to rivals
had similarly backed you in the first place, then the hobby would be even further
advanced and the Newsletter a "glossy" with a huge circulation. R.B. (London)"

(Nice comments containing more than a grain of truth but may I hasten to say
that I do not want the Newsletter to become a "glossy" prefering it to remain the
friendly, chatty journal it has always been, which causes it to stand out in marked
contrast to more impersonal, professional efforts. Don Featherstone).

00O00

"Did you know that Hollywood's M.G.M. is planning a picture, "Napoleon', direct-
e.d4.5y4.£tanl*«-Kubr:i-f,' ;kn ^h? Sorai?e year? I hate to think what Mayhe'ra will be enacted
with the uniforms!" Daniel Beattie.



AN ANCIENT BATTLE

Suddenly there was movement among the enemy.
Bardiya concluded that the Kagan had decided to
attack, since further delay might bring down dusk
on a still unbroken Drevich line, or hamper pursuit.
The waiting infantry stirred, nervously. Then the
Tugar light cavalry moved - their left wing swung
across the centre of the field, several thousand of
them. They cam in haphazard masses, galloping hard,
and thundered across the Drevich front just beyond
javelin range, shooting rapidly as they rode.

Bardiya crouched low over his horse's mane as
the arrows began to fly, and drew a shaft from his
own quiver. The sky turned dark with thousands of
missiles overhead and the Drevichi shouted defiant
ly; some of them ran out beyond the line to hurl

-their weapons at the fast-moving horsemen. Bardiya took careful aim and released his
missile with calm precision. Clouds of dust rose up as the nomads swept away, mask
ing their retreat and obscuring his view of the main enemy forces. He looked up and
down his own line anxiously, but it stood unchanged - in the front rank, the big
rectangular infantry shields bristled with arrows, but few men had been wounded. One
or two of the reckless skirmishers came hurrying back out of the dust with blood on
their weapons but most lay dead, mixed with Tugars who had fallen casualty to the few
Drevich bowmen. The Saka credited himself with at least one nomad shot out of his
saddle. He thrummed his bow-string a6 he waited for the next attack.

Distant drumming of hooves gave warning that the other wing of the Tugar archers
was swinging in from the opposite quarter. From then on, the hot afternoon was a
torment - Bardiya lost count of the number of nomad charges, again and again they
came flying out of the ever-thicker clouds of drifting dust. Soon only a small
sector of the battle-front was visible on either side; men were blinded and choked by
the fine particles churned up by the galloping Tugar ponies - sometimes they came in
closer so that their riders could shoot at point-blank range and then the nomads met
spears, axes and any other handy missile, thrown with energy by the frustrated
Drevichi.

The perpetual storm of arrows was slowly thinning the defenders' ranks, but they
stood firm; certain incidents Bardiya remembered clearly - Volko's counter-charge,
for example. Driven to frenzy by the heavy casualties among his close-packed horse
men, he selected a moment when the dust had cleared and a new wave of Tugars was
approaching. His thousand or more cavalry hurtled forward to meet them head on, and
they scattered too late to avoid him completely. .For a short time, Drevichi and
Tugars were mixed inextricably in a series of hand-to-hand combats as Volko's men
sought out individual nomads.

From "The Year of the Horsetails" by R.F.Tapsell
".Book Review". Feb. 1969).

00O00—

Arrow Paperback 5s. -d. (See

The year OF the horsetails, R. F. Tapsell's first book, introduces an
historical novelist of great imaginative invention, accurate command of detail

and ability both to keep his story moving and to handle convincing by intricate
scenes of action.
The period is that of the great days of the nomads between Attila the Hun and
Genghis Khan: the setting, the vast Eurasian stcppc-lands. The plains arc ruled
bv a nomad horde, the Tugars, skilled soldiers and horsemen commanded by the
kagan,whose ruthless leadership hasthrown intobondage many neighbouring tribes,
includingthe Sakas.One of the Sakas,Bardiya,himselfa hard-bitten campaignerwell
versed in the Kagan's military skill, turns renegade. He kills one of the Kagan's
gcnerals^nd ishuntedbytheTugarsoverthe plainsand intothe mountains. Escaping
here,hefinds himselfamong theDrcvichi, inhabitants ofa friendly, fertileland.When
theTugars invadethe Drevichi, Bardiya gradually takeschargeof the resistance and
finallydefeats them with the military cunning he first learned in theirranks.
But no summary could do justice to the scaleand drama of this book. It has all the
drawn-out tension of a struggle between a David and a Goliath: all the panoramic
breadth ofa film like The Fallofthe Roman Empire. Thestrange, primitive civilization
of the nomadTugars is brought to lifeas though the author had lived among them.
The breath-catching battles and sieges seem like the first-hand observations of a
masterly war-correspondent. R. F. Tapscll is the sort of novelist who is unusual
these days—a man bold enough to paint on the broadest of canvases: yet every inch
of his picture is drawn with the precisionof a craftsman's hand.
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FILM REVIEW

The Russian film "War and Peace" is showing
at the Curzon Cinema in London, in two parts on
alternate weeks. Neil Cogswell has been to see it
and sends a report to the Newsletter.

"For those who jib at 6-J hours sitting let me
assure you that the Curzon is an entirely comfort
able cinema with plenty of leg room. "War and

Peace" is an epic in two parts to which all Napoleonic fans will feel drawn. The
first part is magnificent cinema and wives will enjoy it as well it contains plenty
of action. The second part is nearly all spectacle and includes an hour long sequence
of Borodino (send your wife shopping).

No effort has been spared to give detail. The artillery receives a large part
of the attention and if you take your stop watch you will be able to time the rate of
fire. The infantry (120,000 extras) marches in columns of companies or divisions,
there are a few squares. The drill is excellent but there is a distinct lack of
manoeuvre - they just march and countermarch. The cavalry is rather disappointing -
after the discipline of the "Charge of the Light Brigade" they behave like a bunch of
Red Indians. As with drill the uniforms are impeccable. The Russians have different
uniforms at Austerlitz (part 1) and Borodino (part 2) which are exact as far as I can
tell. I was disappointed to see no Pavlovski Grenadiers. The French fight through
out in 1812 uniforms (I think). There are many well known troops represented - The
Carabineers, Red Lancers and Chasseur of the Guard and of course the Foot Grenadiers
from Italy and Wurtemberg feature amongst the satellite countries.

The film is excellent Tolstoy who believed that once started a battle took its
own course - thus do not look for any brilliant exposition of strategy or tactics.
The film is undeniably anti-Napoleon and a trifle over dramatic in its philosophical
moments but despite this there is action, detail and atmosphere to inspire any war
gamer. Go and see the film and enjoy it as I did, but do your homework first - the
film is pruned from an original 16-J hours and continuity has suffered. The programme
changes on Thursdays so that it is possible to see the two parts on consecutive days
- the comfort of the Curzon makes this realistic."

ooOoo—-

NEWS OF WARGAMES CLUBS

I have received two publications this month - The Grenadier, the Bulletin of the
Cheltenham Wargames Club which, as usual contains details of the many battles this
very active group have fought during the past month, including the Seven Years* War,
Napoleonic, Ancient and also American Civil War in their Club Championship.

Combat is the Newsletter of the Cardiff Wargame Society and if they can keep up
the standard of the first number then they will be putting out something well worth
while to their members. This copy contains articles on wargaming terrain; on the
Roman Army; on the Auxilia of the Roman Army; an Infantry Platoon Organization
(Britain 19H).

I believe that other Clubs have similar magazines and will be pleased to see
them and renort upon them in thes_e_pages.

DELTORAMA J-^ Bu*Y,PULfcOSOUCM,SUSSEX
£<ee n tc Mosm»u 5 of
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MUST
LIST
WHAT NOT TO MISS'

Miniature Figurines still continue to turn out new figures with amazing rapidi
ty. Their latest offerings include a very nice little English Civil War cannon made
specially for the Wessex Military Society English Civil War wargames project but al
so available to anyone else who would like one.

Hot from the press, I saw a mould the other day that contained many of the
firm's new line of Franco-Prussian War 1870 figures. Included were French Line
infantry, Bavarian Line infantry and Silesian infantry. Neville Dickinson also tells
me that he is enlarging the War of the '%5 figures and has also a good selection of
Seven Year War cavalry including Horse Grenadiers, Dragoon with tricorne and another
with bicorne hat; 2 Hussars and a mounted Highlander for the Culloden period. Re
member that Miniature Figurines post back your order on the same day as it i6 re
ceived and, as many wargamers who have waited months for figures from some firms will
know, this is quite something!

D6 7.5 Anti-tank strong point is the latest Diorama Set to be produced by
Bellona and is based on plans in "Bildheft Renzeitlicher Stellungshan". It is, as
the picture shows in realistic detail, a 7-5 cm Anti-tank strong point, complete with
forward defence trench with matching gun positions on both flanks. At the rear is
the ramp leading to the underground storage position for the gun, with an extended
projection to take the barrel. On either sides are the garrison quarters and stores.
As usual with Bellona Dioramas, the underground positions are made accessible by-
means of a lift-off roof. Size: 16-J x 10$. Scale: 00/HO. Price: lls.2-£d. postage
Is.3d.

Also from Bellona is Handbook No.2 Semi-Tracked Vehicles of the German Army
1939-45 Part 1 Zugkraftwagen and Selbstfahrlafette (prime movers and self-propelled
carriages) compiled by P.Chamberlain and H.L.Doyle. Size 11 x 5, 28 pages and cover
and over 80 illustrations, complete-with a glossary of terms. This excellent booklet
for the modernist sells at 8s. -d. plus 6d. postage, and is excellent value for the
money.

Another recent publication that is priced at an almost ridiculously low level is
"Discovering Battlefields in Northern England and Scotland" by John Kinross. Pub
lished by Shire Publications, Tring, Herts. This is the companion volume to the book
let of the same name dealing with battlefields in the South of England and both are
the ideal pocketbook with which to tramp around the many battlefields that exist in
this country. Containing 6k pages, 16 photographs and more than 20 good little maps,
plus very reasonable descriptions of the battle, this is a book that cannot be re
jected. _.__
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"THE CAPTAIN-GENERAL - The Career of John Churchill

Duke of Marlborough, from 1702 to 1711" (Constable
London. 42s. 215 pages. 8£" x 5$". 1 plate, 8
maps).

The period covered by this book is fast be
coming recognised as being most suitable for war
gaming, both tactically and colourfully. Before
embarking upon such table-top battles, it is
essential to acquire a background knowledge of the
period. This excellent book ably provides it by
clearly describing both the military and political

Sspects of each year's campaigning. The manoeuvering and counter-manoeuvering that
marked the wars of this period is described, leading up to innumerable sieges and,
of course,"the four battles of Blenheim, Raraillies, Oudenarde and Malplaquet.

Never can a commander have fought, and won, campaigns under such conditions of
difficulty from intractable and sometimes timorous allies as did Marlborough. In
spite of almost intolerable interference he repeatedly brought the enemy to battle,
no mean feat in itself at that period.

Perhaps the author found greater fascination in these intrigues than in the
battles which are capably but colourlessly described as though more by an historian
than by a military historian. Similarly, few details are given of the means by which
the many sieges were carried to success. At the same time, in fairness, it should be
said that Chapter Two includes reasonably full descriptions of the tactics, military
dispositions and arms of the period. This section is of the greatest value to the
wargamer and, all in all, tips the balance so that the book is worth its place on the
wargamer's shelves.

ooOoo

A.A.JOHNSTONE. Military Books and Prints. PITNEY, LANGPORT, SOMERSET, ENGLAND.

We have a constantly changing stock covering all periods and aspects of Military
and para-military subjects, Wargames and Miniature enthusiasts especially catered for.
Lists are sent out about every 8 weeks, the following are a few selected titles for
particular interest to Wargamers:

MAKING & COLLECTING MILITARY MINIATURES by Bob Bard. Profusely illustrated with
photographs and line drawings. Post free Mr/-.
THE MODEL SOLDIER GUIDE by C.A.Risley & W.F.Imrie. 67 Figs, plus line drawings and
photographs. Post free Mf/-.
MILITARY UNIF0RM.S OF THE WORLD IN COLOUR by P.Kannik. 512 coloured uniform illustra

tions from the year 1506 to the present day.
Post free 31/-.
HANDBUCH DER UNIFORMKUNDE by Knotel & Sieg. Ger
man publication, considered the standard work on
'the Uniforms of the World. MfO pages and 1,600
figures with full colour details. Post free 79/6.
THE FRENCH IMPERIAL ARMY - THE CAMPAIGNS OF 1813
-1814 and WATERLOO by R.K.Riehn. 52 page book
let with 45 drawings and a wealth of detail on
uniforms and their colourings. Post free 27/3.
THE FRENCH INFANTRY & ARTILLERY 1795-1812 by R.
K.Riehn. 12 page booklet and companion to pre
vious item. Post free 1^/3*
THE IMPERIAL RUSSIAN ARMY 1805-1815 Infantry of
the Line, Infantry of the Guard, the Russian-
jGerman Legion by W.H.Murray. 52 page booklet
with kO drawings with much on the organization
and detail and colour of uniforms. Post free

27/3.
De Nederlands CAVALERIE; MILITAIRE MUSIEK;
KARINIERS; and INFANTERIE. Four excellent Dutch
titles each well illustrated with drawings,
photographs and colour plates of uniforms through
the ages. Price per vol. post free 19/-.

*FV TRANSlFERS
T.I. AFRIKA KORPS PALMS. For vehiclei o( the
famoul Afrika Korpl in the W.W.II Jc.rrt
campaicn. The Earle emblem wii (or command

ulslde H.Q. build-
. 60emble

T.J. SS PANZER DIVISION SIGNS This sheet has
marking of the 22nd SS Panzer Diviiion. 5th SS
Panther Diviiion "Wikinj". 2nd SS Panier
Division "Du Reich". 3rd SS Panzer Diviiion
"Totenkopf-'. lit Panzer Diviiion "Leibltandart
Adoll Hitler". Appro* 60 marking on thii sheet.
T.J. German Crosses (or all Military Vehicles. Tank
sides and tailplatei. "B" vehiclei. cab doors, tail
{atcs and bonnet tops. Approx. 90 markings on
this sheet. .

MILITARY AND AIRCRAFT

2/11 PER

SHEET

ITransfers

Aircraft | TRADE ENQUIRIES INVIT
iii-

AIRCRAFT TRANSFERSTransfers
A.I. SWASTIKAS W.W.II. Appeared on their
aircrift in the mid 30's. This sheet is (or aircraft ol
the Luftwaffe (rom I940 to the end o( W.W.II. 60
swastikas on this sheet.
AJ. R.A.F. "B"TYPE ROUNDELS FOR FIGHTERS.
The R.A.F. "8" type roundel were the itindard
type (or aircraft in this country until May 19*0.
Alter 19*0 they were •DIM on the upper winj
surface only. There are 20 roundels on this sheet.
A.3. S.E.A.C. ROUNDELS FOR FIGHTERS AND
MEDIUM AIRCRAFT. To avoid miitakei between
allied and Jap aircraftthe U.S.A.F. and later the
R.A.F. SEAC obliterated the red centre on the
National marking of their aircraft. There are 36
roundels plus fir fli hes on this iheet.
Now on talc at I eadinf Hobby Shopi. il you nave
difficulty in obtr' infyour Almarki lend direct to

Al>A»«FU.usHINCCO. f.Plus a11 «}• excellent titles by D. F.
lM/l06Witiin,Av.n ..£4jw^MkMx..E«itaM Featherstone and many others.



THE AMERICAN SCENE

by Pat Condray
Continued from February Newsletter.

The obvious solution would be to ride down the

flanking musketeers, perhaps driving them in on the
pikes and exploiting the confusion, but that does
not seem to have been very common either. There
are also reports that pikes and muskets were often
intermixed, which only makes sense, except that the
musketeers had to pass one another in order to
maintain fire, which would certainly play hob with
the 'impenetrable' nature of the pike formations.

But, getting back to the cavalry, they cer
tainly trotted up and fired when attacking infantry
or cavalry. Almost all of the heavy cavalry of the
period charged at the trot. Some attribute this to
the weight of the armour, but such is not the case.
Pursuit and flight were done at the gallop, and
usually when some eccentric convinced his men to
charge at the gallop, the horses somehow managed

it. Worse yet, the charge at the gallop was usually successful.

In fact, the theory and practice of the period were inefficient. In a wargame
both parties will be tempted to borrow the best of Gustavus Adolphus, Rupert, Crom
well, et. alia, but in actual practice, with the exception of a few armed units,
troops were schooled in inefficient tactics.

For my own part, I assume that troops who charge at the gallop are in confusion
for two turns after melee and pursuit, and I force the infantry to manoeuvre in
Siamese twin units - 19-20 musketeers with an equal unit of pikes. Pike or combined
formations also conform to a revised results table by which they may be checked,
checked with heavier losses, or forced back in order rather than routed (as in the
Napoleonic le kriegspiel) when beaten. Cavalry may also be checked if the pistoliers
they charge roll a "6" at close quarters.

For the difference between musket and arquebus, I give a range of 10" for the
arquebus, with M-5-6 at 5", 5-6 at 10" versus M-5-6 at 10", 5-6 at 15", and 6 at 20"
(5" more than a Napoleonic musket) for musketeers. Musketeers, however, can only
fire 1 base for every 2 deep formation of bases, hence 20 musketeers fire 2 shots per
turn, while 20 arquebusiers (if in range) fire 4 shots per turn, also, while un
supported shot troops of either category are routed on contact with cavalry or pikes,
miited or pike formations inflict a casualty rate of 1 per half unit (half of a unit
comprised of 19 pikes plus 19 shot) per turn in which they are engaged but not routed,
the latter occurring only on a difference of 4 or 5 on the combat results table.

Pikes, of course, are reduced to musketeer melee value (.5 rather than 1.5) when
they are attacking houses, crossing swamps, or moving through a forest - all condi
tions in which they are unlikely to meet cavalry.

A recent article suggested a different value for pikes against cavalry, light
infantry, and heavy infantry. Such had been in my own mind for some time - alas, I
know that once Dave caught on to the rules, he, like myself, would always engage
pikes with infantry and cavalry at the same time. This is a dastardly trick, as you
will admit. No sooner do I come up with a workable underhanded scheme than he begins
to use it against me. Practically takes the fun out of wargaming it does.

But that, unfortunately, is just one more of the many unfinished vagaries to be
overcome in the development of a good pike and shot wargame rule system.

Any comments or queries to be sent to Pat Condray, M^36 Powder Hill Road,
Beltsville, Maryland, U.S.A.

—ooOoo

Nothing inspires «ore courage, and clears one's ideas more than to know the
position of the foe.

"Napoleon's War Maxims"
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AIRFIX MAGAZINE - February 196'^. (Annual subscription 36s.
(U..J.A. /5-50) Surridge iiawson and Company (Productions)
Limited, 136/1^2 New Kent Road, London S.E.1.). In addi
tion to its many usual features on aircraft, ships and
vehicles etc., this issue contains an interesting illustra
ted article on the famous Skybirds kits and figures wist
fully remembered by pre-1939 collectors. Also Part 2 of
Peter Chamberlain's series on the German Panzer 3i a most
interesting four page illustrated article on the making of
the film "The Battle of Britain"; Chris Ellis shows how to

e T-3^ ARV and A-20; Bob O'Brien carries on with his articles on Airfix con-
of the Koman period while Napoleonic naval wargamers will find an article on
Rigging of value.

BATTLE FLEET - January 1969. (Official Organ of the liaval Wargames Society - D.Dunn,
kl Bournemouth Road, Folkestone, Kent). This issue commences with a sad Editorial
announcing that unless members submit more articles there will be no more issues
after the March edition. Contains articles on the pre-1939 naval programmes of the
Pacific powers Japan and U.S.A.5 details of new ship models available from Germany;
rules for a world ,lar II Pacific Campaign; and Part 3 of the series on the Naval ,,ars
in America 1812.

CAI.AJImN .vARG^MER - December 1968. (Jack Hutchings, M378 Brentlawn, Burnaby, B.C.,
Canada. #2.00 per annum). Contains articles on The Development of rVar Games 1872-
1918; The Roman Army period 102 B.C.; plus reviews on books and new models. This
issue also contains articles adapted from taped conversations made by Jack Mansfield
with Don Featherstone and Neville Dickinson whilst he was in U.K. There are also
five full patje illustrations of tanks taken from prints published in boys magazines
some years ago and the wargamer who likes realism is strongly urged to read the most
amusing article on that subject by George Phillies.

THE AVnLu,'. HILL GEKERAL - January-February 1969. C+517 Harford Road, Baltimore,
Maryland 2121 *r, U.o.A. 0k.98 per annum). Contains an interview with Chris Vagner,
editor of the American wargames magazine "Strategy and Tactics" and a number of
articles undoubte.ily of interest and value to the wargamer specialising in Avalon
Hill board games.

MODEL BOATS - February 1969. (13-35 Bridge Street, Hemel Hempstead, Herts. 35s. per
annum (#5.00 U v.)). Contains the index for all issues of the magazine in 1^68
plus an illustrated article on the U.S.o.Merrimack a Confederate steam frigate to
gether with details and plans of Jpanish Warships of the immediate nost World ,ar I
period.

SCALE KODELag - December. (Challenge Publications, inc., 7o05
Park, Calif. yi304, U.S.,v. #11.00 per annum for twelve issues)
lavishly produced American magazine dealing, as its title sugge
ly of a military nature ana with a strong emphasis on aircraft,
terest to wargamers is the illustrated article on the Airfix he
2.J>k and the conversion of a Palmer plastic kit into a World var
Air wargamers will find the article on world War I aircraft and
of great interest. Then there is a beautifully illustrated art
model tanks available from Japan plus a host of mouth-watering
is a beautifully illustrated and lavishly produced magazine and
greatest interest.

Jeering Avenue, Canoga
This is a most

sts with models, rnost-
Of particulcir in-

avy armoured scout car

I German 77mm gun.
Baron von Richthofen

icle on the excellent

advertisements. .'his

i found it of the

SOLDIER MAGAZINE - January 1969. (ls.6d. from ^33 Ilolloway <oad, London a.?.\ ?his
issue contains many interesting features, particularly a new feature dealin-" with
gramophone records of military band music. In addition there is an illustrated arti
cle on the Gloucestershire Regiment and details of a three day trip on the :5th
anniversary of D-Day to the Normandy beaches.

BAYONET - February 1969. (Hamish Eraser, i? Ramsgate Koad, Margate, Kent. 2*fi. -.'..
per annum - 6 copies). Improves with each issue, this is the best yet. Contains
illustrated articles on the Continental Army; Ironclad Tactics; A.O.a. Battle Report;
Infantry Bn. 17^5; Movement Trays; Austrian Pandours; Modern War and constriction of
an Afghan fort. Also black-and-white uniform plates.
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THE NOTICE BOARD

Historic Towns hold much of interest to the military'

collector whose attention is drawn to the Association for

Cultural Exchange who in 1969 will offer a series of day,
week-end or longer courses to explore the historical,
architectural and social aspects of some of the most im
portant historic towns of the British Isles and Europe.

Visits are planned to Stamford, one of our finest
surviving medieval towns; to Petworth, Wells, York (said
to be the most important historic town in England); to
Dublin (the finest Georgian city in the British Isles);
to Venice and a day visit by air to Copenhagen. For in- .
formation, write to The Association for Cultural Exchange,
2/6 High Street, Haverhill, Suffolk.

—ooOoo

Beginning with the last issue of the Newsletter, I have been fortunate in secur
ing the services of a new printer. The methods he uses and the equipment at his dis
posal, coupled with a vast enthusiasm and desire to give service, make my new printer
(an ex-Master Gunner of the Royal Artillery) an invaluable acquisition. It is now
possible to reproduce ANY drawings or photographs in the pages of this magazine, re
gardless of their size they can be reduced to any required dimensions. Do not hesi
tate to send in any articles together with illustrations that you would like to see

" Print. ooOoo—

FOR SALE: 1 Regt. Y.G.Voltigeurs (40 men k Off. All Hinton-Hunt) £2. -s. -d.
1 Regt. 1808 Voltigeurs (40 men k Off'. All Hinton-Hunt) £2. -s. -d. 20 Austrian
Lancers (Hinton-Hunt) £2. -s. -d. 5 Austrian Gun Crew (Painted) 10s. -d. 14 Mixed
Cavalry (several Generals - all Hinton-Hunt) £1. -s. -d. 50 Mixed Infantry (Hinton-
Hunt and Miniature Figurines) £1. -s. -d. C. Barber, kk Dallin Road, Bexley Heath,
Kent.

ooOoo

FOR SALE; 250 Painted 30mm flat Roman infantry. Plus 20 unpainted Persian
mounted archers and 38 infantry - #29-00 (£12. Is. 8d.). Daniel M.Harris,
Californiastr. 2, 62 Wiesbaden - Hainesberg, Germany.

FOR SALE: Painted Miniature Figurines and Hinton Hunt Cavalry. 64 British and
16 French. £25. -s. -d. post paid. Alan Hansford Waters, 12 Carrington Way, Booking,
Braintree, Essex.

"You may be interested to know that I sold the figures I last advertised the day
after the Newsletter came out, and you are welcome to quote me if you want to en
courage more subscribers ads. Yours sincerely,Alan Hansford Waters."

00O00

ADVERTISING RATES

Full Page

Half Page

Quarter Page ..

Eighth Page ...

Classified Advertf

£5. Os. Od.

£2.10s. Od.

£1. 5s. Od.

12s. 6d.

00O00—-

(#11.00)

(# 5.50)

(# 2.75)

(# 1.40)

2d. (2c) per word.

Bob Collman of 11225-35 S.W., Seattle, Washington 98146, U.S.A., tells me that
his Wargames Group produced their own set of rules which give a good balance between
reality and playability. They use a very good quick version of the roster system and
movement trays and their complete game last from 3 to 4 hours. The rules are type
written, 40 pages long and sell for 14s. -d. in England - they pay postage and pack
ing. Bob writes that he has long felt that few people understand how workable a
proper type of roster, can be and these rules explain it. The only snag - he does not
mention the oeriod they coverl

WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER is edited and published from:-

69 Hill Lane, Southampton, Hampshire, England, SOI SAD

Subscription rates:-

£l.l6s. Od. in the United Kingdom; £2. Overseas ( #5-0 in U.S.A. and Canada).



THE LITERATURE OF WARGAMING

Books by Donald Featherstone Personally inscribed and signed by the author.

"WARGAMES"—Battles with model soldiers. 22s. 6d. (S3.50)

"NAVAL WARGAMES"—Sea Battles with model ships. 31s. 6d. ($4.75)

"AIR WARGAMES"—Battles with model aircraft. 31s. 6d. ($4.75)

"ADVANCED WARGAMES"—This follow-up book to "Wargames" introduces
a host of new ideas and brings the hobby up-to-date. 45s. Od. ($5.25)

"ALL FOR A SHILLING A DAY"—The story of the 16th Lancers in the Sikh
War 1845-6. 31s. 6d. (84.75)

"THE BOWMEN OF ENGLAND"—The story of the English archer and his
longbow. 31s. 6d. ($4.75)

"ATTHEM WITH THE BAYONET!"—The 1st Sikh War 1845-6. 31s. 6d. ($4.75)

Prices include postage and packing.

A series of handbooks dealing with wargaming

1 Rules for Ancient Wargames (1000 B.C. to 900 A.D.) by Tony Bath.

2 Rules for Mediaeval period by Tony Bath.

3 Rules for 1750 period in Europe (with supplementary rules for operations in
America) by Tony Bath.

4 Rules for Napoleonic Wargames by Donald Featherstone.

5 Rules for American Civil War games by Donald Featherstone.

6 Rules for late 19th Century Wargames (including Colonial Wars against Natives)
by Donald Featherstone.

7 Rules for 1917 period wargame in German South-West Africa (including rules
for early tanks, armoured cars, etc.) by Donald Featherstone.

8 Rules for 1944 Normandy-type wargame by Philip Barker.

3s. 6d. each (50c.) or the set of 8 for I guinea ($3.00) including postage.

"WARGAMES TERRAIN"—10s. 6d. ($1.50). Illustrated booklet describing
how to construct realistic battlefields.

See "WARGAMERS NEWSLETTER" for more handbooks now in process of
production.

ALL THESE BOOKS AND BOOKLETS MAY BE ORDERED FROM

THE EDITOR, WARGAMERS NEWSLETTER

Printed in England
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FIGHT YOUR OWN BATTLES
let AIRFIX supply the troops and equipment!

AMERICAN CIVIL WAR
UNION ARMY-40 piocol

*.£fW

With AIRFIX it's easy and inexpensive.
AIRFIX OO/HO gauge models are

incredibly accurate miniatures.
You can have a full scale war

on your hands for less than 20/-!

AMERICAN CIVIL WAR

ARTILLERY-Hpl

ALL FIGURES IN
REALISTIC ACTION POSES!

Other models In tho AIRFIX OO/HO rangi

Guards Band
Farm Stock
Cowboys
Wagon Train
Japanese Infantry

WW1 French Inf. Royal Horse Art.
Colour Party
German Infantry
Indians

U.S. Marines

Commandos
Inf. Combat Group
Civilian Personnel
Foreign Legion
Russian Infantry
Robin Hood

Paratroopers
Ancient 3ritons

Sheriff ol Nottingham Arabs (Bedouin)
WW1 American Inf. U.S. Cavalry
WW1 British Inf. Romans
WW1 German Inf.

Other models of weapons

and armoured vehicles

Panther Tank
Panzer Assault Gun
Bren Gun Carrier
German Armoured Car
Buffalo Amphibian
Matador 4 5 x 5" Gun
T34 Tank
38 mm Gun 4 Tractor
L.C.M.3 4 Sherman

Churchill Tank
Stalin Tank
Centurion Tank
D.U.K.W.
Tank Transporter
U.S. Half Track
WWLTank
Buffalo 8 deep
R.A.F. Emergency Set

AMERICAN CIVIL WAR "
CONFEDERATE ARM Y-<S pl.c.i

/ NEW! \
• 54 mm figures**
• PARATROOPERS/
* 29 action figures In *
\ realistic positions, »•
♦» available now! +

* ++

BRISTOL BLOODHOUND

A1RM$8!!NANT CONSTRUCTION KITS

FROM MODEL, HOBBY AND TOY SHOPS, AND F. W. WOOLWORTH.


